
Beth: Hello, this is Beth Brodovsky and welcome to Driving Participation. I am here today with 

my guest, Mark Schulz, who is the Executive Director of the Recording Academy’s Philadelphia 

Chapter, which you may better know by the little known name of the Grammys. So, thanks for 

joining me, Mark!

Mark: Good to be here.

Beth: So Mark and I met at an organization, probably a networking event I think it was where 

we were wandering around, and he said “I work for a membership association” and I said 

“Interesting; we are a marketing organization for membership associations,” and we got to 

talking, and I really loved what Mark had to say about the different things that he’s involved 

in. Mark, tell us a little bit about your background and how you wandered into the world of 

membership association management via the music industry.

Mark: Well, like most people, I am a big music fan and like a lot of people, I possess no 

musical real talent. I gave up quickly on the guitar, realizing that it would probably hurt 

people. Having done that and moved to Philadelphia and had the opportunity to work 

behind the scenes in the music industry primarily as a recording studio manager. Found 

myself looking through the paper and answering a blind ad for an organization based in Santa 

Monica whose address I recognized as the Recording Academy. We’re the folks behind the 

Grammy Awards, and they were looking for an Executive Director in Philadelphia. We have 

12 offices around the country, and each one is run by an executive director and a small staff, 

and we kind of work like a Chamber of Commerce in that our goal is to create a membership 

in a certain region and then in turn provide networking and educational experiences for them 

to better help better their careers and meet the people that would be their collaborators or 

clients, etc.

Beth: I bet a lot of people that are listening may be like me, and I had no idea that the 
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Recording Academy was actually a membership organization that people could join like 

regular musicians from all over the country were involved in. That was really a surprise to me. 

I’m not really a music person, but still I would think that a lot of people may not think of it as a 

membership organization. Since you do have these people who are joining your organization, 

what does participation mean to you or to them? What is an organization like the Grammys 

looking for when it comes to getting people involved and why do they have members?

Mark: Well we’re kind of unique as a professional membership organization in that our end 

product in a lot of ways is the Grammy Awards. We give out an award or a lot of awards 

exactly once a year and that’s probably what we’re best known for and the rest of the year we 

kind of disappear behind the radar except for the professional music industry. Our primary 

goal as a membership recruiter is to bring into the fold the people who are making records 

currently. We’re looking for current, relevant active people on the recording side of the 

music industry so the producers, the engineers, arrangers, composers, songwriters, singers, 

musicians, those people who are actively involved in making the record. We also have a 

tiered membership that is geared towards professionals who aren’t in the actual making of 

record side of things, the lawyers, the finance people, the record label people, they don’t 

vote in the awards. The awards are based on peer recognition with an expert team behind it. 

When someone wins a Grammy for best jazz album, it’s because relevant and current people 

who are in the jazz record making world said that is the best recording of the year. That’s the 

outstanding piece for this year in that area.

Beth: The interesting thing is that it really is like a professional career-based organization for 

people who are working in the music industry, which I didn’t realize that that was part of what 

the program is. When people join, what are they looking for from being a membership? Is it 

all just about “I want to be affiliated with the organization that runs the Grammys” so people 

can say “yeah, yeah, I’m a member” or is it that and something else? What do your members 

want from you?

Mark: It’s kind of a wide array of things. There’s certainly people who want to join the 

organization because they want to be associated with the Grammy Awards and it’s a prestige 

award and it’s a prestige organization to be part of and we certainly have a portion of our 

membership that is involved just because they want to be part of that and they vote in the 



Grammys award process and they really don’t participate in anything else. The larger portion 

of our membership, particularly in a city like Philadelphia, which is not New York or LA or 

Nashville, they’re looking for that opportunity to connect with and collaborate with other 

people in the industry here in Philadelphia. Who are the other people that are working in my 

world, so if I am an engineer and I’m looking for a songwriter or if I’m a songwriter looking for 

a bass player or if I’m a bass player looking for a lawyer, where can I find these people? Who 

are these people I can interact with on a regular basis? Part of what we do is a regular series 

of events throughout the year that bring a lot of these people together and one of the things 

we know that is incredibly important is the networking portion of that event so whether it’s 

strictly a networking event or whether it’s a professional education event, there’s always the 

networking aspect because it’s really vital and crucial to get people in the same room talking 

about what they’re doing and hopefully finding collaborators in that space.

Beth: Yeah, and that’s really interesting because I think one of the biggest things when we 

first met that you told me about the organization is that you don’t actually need the money of 

the members, that the Grammys as a massive live event generates enough income that it can 

sustain the overall national organization so most other professional associations have chapters 

and they have membership dues and they have membership events literally to generate 

money, but that’s not your primary reason for having programs, right?

Mark: No, the programming is the value associated with being a member so while we do 

have a membership fee and there’s a bar of entry so to speak because we are a professional 

organization and because we want to make sure the people voting the awards are qualified 

to vote. Ultimately we have the luxury of a large brand, the Grammys and the event that 

happens in February that generates substantial revenue, enough so that we have the ability 

to fund the programming we do without relying on membership dues. Membership dues 

certainly is a revenue stream for the organization, but it’s not the sole revenue stream and it’s 

not the one we’re wholly reliant on to do the work we do.

Beth: Just out of curiosity, because you don’t have to rely on being a profitable chapter, do 

you think that in any way frees you up and lets you think about supporting and giving things 

to your members in a different way because you’re not always looking at “what do I have to 

come up with to convince members to do so that we can make our nut this month?”



Mark: Yeah, I think that at the end of the day, I’m still working in the guidelines of a budget 

that’s determined at a national level. I get a portion of it and it’s actually two portions. One 

covers my operating costs as a regional office and one portion covers most of the money I 

spend on event planning and production, the rest of it coming from ticket sales where we 

charge for admission and/or sponsorship money, but it changes the goal of events. Like I 

don’t do events to generate revenue other than occasionally we do fundraisers for charitable 

arms of our organization, but by and large my goal when I develop an event is not to 

generate income. It’s to provide some measure of support back to our members, whether 

we’re bringing together something that will give them inside information and some avenue 

of our industry or whether it’s putting people in a room together. We do a series, a quarterly 

series called “In The Studio,” and it’s specifically geared towards our producers and engineers 

recognizing that they more than any other part of our membership tend to spend a lot of 

time in isolation, in dark rooms listening to music at odd hours. We need someone to bring 

them together occasionally so they can catch up with each other, talk about latest trends, talk 

about latest technology, share insight, share connections and all that type of stuff so that is 

a resource for our members, for us to bring them together. We move it from studio to studio 

so that studio owners have the opportunity to show off, here’s a recording we did that we’re 

excited about or here’s some new gear that we’re implementing and how we’re implementing 

it and just share that technical side of things and for our producer and engineer members to 

see other studios and to get a sense of what’s going on outside of their environment.

Beth: You’re obviously trying to help connect these members to resources and people and 

collaborations and tools and technology that they want. Being somebody that was never a 

professional musician, how do you learn what kind of things and programs to create? What 

kind of events to put together? Who to bring together to talk to? Do you utilize any of your 

members to give input on that? How do you build your programming?

Mark: Yeah, it’s all about listening. We have a board, we call the Board of Governers on a 

local level. They are not fiduciaries. They are adviser ambassadors. Our goal in putting people 

on that board is finding people who are very well-connected to what’s going on in the music 

scene particularly here in the area, have some relevance to that scene so their voice is listened 

to. I can’t possibly know everything that’s going on in the Philadelphia region musically 

because it’s a really immense music scene. There’s a lot of different pockets and a lot of 



exciting things going on so I rely on this group of 35 people to help keep us as a collective 

group informed of what’s going on and also what the needs are. What are people concerned 

about? What are people looking to understand? Our industry is going through some seismic 

changes. There’s no clear blueprint on how things are going to work going forward. There’s a 

lot of revenue streams that are smaller, but there’s more of them. It’s a matter of tapping into 

that and how to stand out in the crowd to get your music heard. There’s a lot of big questions 

out there and a lot of people with different ideas on how to do that. It’s listening to our board 

and to listen to our members. I certainly hear from them. We do enough with them that I see 

most of them or some portion of them on a regular basis where I can directly hear from them. 

You know, we’re concerned about this or we’re talking about this or we’d love to have an 

event that covers this type of area of conversation. It all happens on a national level where the 

things we see going on in the industry that we can bring back to this market and say “here’s 

something you should be aware of.”

Beth: That’s really interesting. Now is that model, the structure of how you plan your 

programs and this board is that the national model that you’re using a piece of or are you 

using something that you created here in your region?

Mark: No, as I said we have 12 offices around the country. We’re guided by a national board 

of trustees as well as a very well thought out membership organization. We have, through 

trial, error, process and outside insight put together a whole, like any large organization, a 

whole structure on how we do things. At this level, it’s based on a series of committees that 

feed off of the board and help determine the path of our programming. What are we going 

to do in this region that is impactful knowing the resources that we have? It’s myself and 

one other person is our entire staff here in Philadelphia and we have “x” amount of financial 

resources and “x” amount of time. There’s only a 12 months in the year and what are you 

going to do that’s valuable for the members during that time period.

Beth: That’s amazing. One of the other things that you said - it is, it’s amazing! It’s so 

interesting how things are structured.

Mark: We do about 20 events a year for two people and a lot of effort and time and by and 

large have been served between 60 and 300 people at an event primarily in the Philadelphia 



region. We cover all the way out to Pittsburgh, southern New Jersey and Delaware, but 

obviously when you look at geography and population, most of our membership is here within 

an hour’s drive of center city.

Beth: Right and I think that’s a really good thing for people who are listening to hear that you 

guys are the Grammys and nevertheless your regional office that has a massive range of space 

to cover - Pittsburgh and, I don’t know if anyone knows, but Pittsburgh is a five and a half hour 

drive from Philadelphia, and there’s two people. It’s funny. Like one of the things I always find 

is that you know I always have like corporate budget envy and big organization envy and I’m 

like “Oh my God. They’re so much bigger. They must be able to do everything that they want 

to do,” but it’s important for people to see like you’re part of a larger organization, but yet 

they’re like “Yeah, Mark. You can have one assistant. Good luck.” Everyone has to make a lot  

happen with tight circumstances, even the Grammys.

Mark: I think I would doubt that you could ask anyone if they have enough people resources 

to do the things they want to do whether you are a nonprofit, whether you are General 

Motors or you’re the government. Everyone has bigger intentions and bigger plans than they 

have the human resources to carry out. I mean, that’s just the way it is. When I sit down with 

the board and I sit down with different committees to decide what we’re going to do, that’s 

one of the aspects that we bring up. Recognize that this needs to be done with conjunction 

with all the other things we do and there’s internal board of election processes and there’s 

budgeting processes and there’s all these other things that happen behind the scenes the 

board really doesn’t want to hear about or care because it’s not outwardly based, it’s inwardly 

based. There’s a whole lot of other things we do on the administrative side that we’ve done. 

What can we do that’s the smartest use of the time and resources we have for our membership 

with all these other caveats and I think that’s the case with any nonprofit organization. We just 

happen to have a higher profile when we do it.

Beth: Right and I think it is important for people to know that even high profile organizations 

still have administrative work to do. So one of the other things I think is interesting that you 

said in the beginning was that there’s a certain criteria to be a member and I know when we 

were originally talking about this you said that that’s something that sometimes comes up in 

people wanting to join the organization and discovering that maybe they’re not qualified for 

membership. How does having criteria to become a member impact your organization on the 



pro side and the con side?

Mark: It’s definitely a pro and con. We have a bar to entry that is based on excellence. We 

award excellence and to do so you need people who are well in the game, who are experts 

to be part of that decision making process. The Grammy Awards are voted on by our 

members in a two round voting process. There’s a process that happens earlier in the fall that 

determines the nominees that are announced in December and then obviously the second 

part that determines the winners who are announced on stage in February, so you want to 

make sure that the people who are joining the organization as voting members are qualified 

to help determine those winners, and then we have the associate level. Our goal is to be a 

professional organization. I mean there’s certainly a lot of people who make music and who 

are talented and creative who are full-time doctors or full-time dentists or full-time bakers 

or whatever and music is a huge passion point for them and they make a record for their 

fans or whatever, but that doesn’t make them a professional. It makes them a musician and 

that’s kind of our drawing point. We can’t serve everybody. It’s just not realistic particularly 

with the resources at hand. We want to serve the professionals in this industry just like a 

lot of organizations. We’re very similar to the Motion Picture Academy in that regard and 

that there’s a level of entry to get in based on a voting process and based on a desire to a 

professional membership because that’s the resources that are available to us. The con to that 

is there’s people that apply to join and don’t get in and then are not happy understandably 

and of course in he world of social media and the ability to post your displeasure with the 

world easily and share it, that works against us. When I look at the things we battle as far as 

perception, it’s that and then the awards process and then at the end of the day if your artist 

doesn’t win the award, you’re not going to be happy and you’re going to think that there’s 

something wrong with the organization. The voting process or your don’t understand the 

voting process or whatever it is, but your band or whatever didn’t win and that’s concerning 

understandably.

Beth: What I got out of that is that the organization overall has taken great pains to develop 

what we would call, in corporate they would call it a persona. I tend to call it your perfect 

person. It’s sort of a simpler language that you’ve really defined who is exactly right for the 

organization and put your cattle chute around what you’re looking for and not just what, but 



why you’re looking for that person. I think that’s an important thing for people to get out of 

this conversation that we’re having is that part of the reason that you’ve been so successful is 

this laser focus on the specific background of this person leads them to be the kind of person 

that can make you the kind of organization you want to be.

Mark: I’m going to push that back a little bit and say it’s a cattle chute, but not one persona 

and not one gold member because it needs to be wide and diverse and understanding so 

we need young people, we need older people, we need people of different backgrounds, 

different musical tastes, different levels of expertise. They just need to be experts. One of the 

things that our organization struggles with as a lot of organizations do is how to do you get 

young people to embrace joining the institution. When I was young, the last thing I wanted to 

do was join an organization and pay dues and be part of something. It didn’t seem important. 

It seemed old and stodgy and yet at the end of the day, we’re still awarding outstanding 

achievements to music, whether that’s young music or old music so we need people who are 

at the beginning of cutting edge of music, people who are breaking new technology in music 

styles, so when I look at our community, I want Chill Moody on board. He’s a young rapper. 

He’s doing exciting stuff. He’s got a national presence, but he’s also very young. He needs to 

be part of the conversation as well as someone like a legendary engineer producer who is still 

in the industry and still doing things. His opinion is as important as a Chill Moody’s in keeping 

all of that flowing so there isn’t a profile. It’s a range of profiles.

Beth: Yeah and I think that definitely is key and it’s interesting that you say that because 

a lot of people think of music as young, hip all this stuff going on because a lot of that 

is what people see in a very public way. It’s always “what’s new, what’s new,” but you are 

an organization that embraces this huge, wide range just like every other professional 

organization and most of the organizations that I talk to are having struggles on those ends. 

How do you get the new young people involved and how do you connect the people who are 

at the end of their careers or at a different stage with still being vibrant and contributing and 

how do you keep all of those people into the mix? Do you tend to have separate events for 

them? Is your goal to bring people together? How do you work with that, with the range of 

experience and ages that you may have involved in your organization?



Mark: I think it’s important not to separate them and this is a conversation we have often is 

we should do something for the next generation, the younger generation. I understand that, 

but I think what’s critical is not dividing, but bringing people together so when we market it 

we can go out of our way to make sure that the message is getting to the next generation, 

the younger generation, but I don’t want to do something that is specifically for younger 

people versus specifically for older people type of event. You can tailor the programming 

and it will draw different demographics depending on who you put on stage and how you 

sell it, but I don’t want to be in a position where we say “this event is for our 24 and younger 

crowd” or “this event is for our 55+ crowd” or whatever you want to do. I think it’s important 

for everyone to be invited and I think it’s important for everyone to have that opportunity to 

speak with each other, to be in the room to connect in that regard and to put them in the 

same place together, that’s an interesting conversation because they are looking at achieving 

the same thing, which is creating an outstanding recording and yet approaching it with a 

different sense of technology and a different sense of what they’ve listened to to get to that 

point. There’s an interesting conversation there. 

Beth: Yeah, definitely. Of course I’m sure everyone is curious about your experience even at 

the national level. What are you most excited about that’s happening during Grammy week 

this year?

Mark: When I look at my job, it’s interesting to say “I work for the Grammys” and people are 

like “you work for the Grammys in Philadelphia” and it’s like “yeah, I actually do.” Most of my 

job doesn’t qualify as exciting and TMZ-worthy. In fact, it qualifies as completely the opposite. 

We’re a national company so I spend a lot of time on conference calls, and we do a lot of 

things that involve Excel spreadsheets.

Beth: No! You’re dispelling the myth!

Mark: I know, I’m sorry. I’m just crushing dreams right now! We do a weeklong celebration 

of outstanding music. In February of this year starting the 3rd of February and going right 

through Sunday night’s awards program, there’s two parts to that. That’s the highlight of 

everything for all of us who work for this organization in that you see all the things you’ve 



done at a local and regional and national level come together in this celebration. You see 

a lot of your members from other countries coming to gether to celebrate. You are seeing 

outstanding things being achieved and you’re seeing some amazing performances along 

the way. There’s a lot of things that happen that don’t necessarily make the news, which 

is disappointing. On Saturday afternoon, we do the special merit awards and nominees 

reception. That’s where we give out a lot of awards to people who have done outstanding 

and excellent things in the industry, but it’s not prime time. That afternoon this year we’re 

going to be honoring George Harrison of The Beatles. We’re going to honor six-time Grammy 

winner Buddy Guy who is just an amazing celebrated blues guitarist, and The Bee Gees, with 

an achievement award and kind of behind the scenes. The technical merit award will go to 

Ray Kurzweil, who is an author and computer scientist and is an inventor and he’s one of the 

directors of engineering at Google. I mean, here’s something that again probably won’t make 

the news, but this is really important to what we do. We do an amazing event and there’s our 

sister organization that’s an outreach to musicians in need when they fall on hard times so 

when you think about a music maker, if God forbid they break their wrist, they’re no longer 

playing gigs and things go bad. When hurricanes come ripping through like Sandy in New 

Jersey or Katrina down in the Gulf states, they tend to destroy businesses and such and FEMA 

doesn’t do a good job at rebuilding recording studios and repairing cellos.

Beth: It’s not top of their list?

Mark: Yeah, surprisingly cellos don’t make the FEMA list and someone needs to be there 

and what we do is we take some of the work that comes out of the music industry and turn 

it around to help people when they’re in need so we do this outstanding event. We honor 

someone who is legendary in the industry, but is also shown a pension for giving back and 

it creates an amazing evening with a 400+ piece auction, everything from signed CDs to 

automobiles and then there’s a sit down dinner and an award presentation where this year 

it’s Bob Dylan and there’ll be a number of people performing Bob Dylan’s music. Bob will of 

course accept the Person of the Year award and then perform a song. It’s a high ticket item. 

It’s just an amazing, amazing event to see all these people come out to support each other. 

For me, that’s personally the highlight of the year and then the awards on Sunday and there’s 

the public point of view that the show ends up on CBS for three and a half hours that Sunday 



evening where you see some incredible collaborations. We’re putting people together that 

generally don’t perform together on a stage. Last year Metallica with Long Long and just 

really interesting collaborations, but earlier in the day at the Nokia Theater, we give out most 

of the awards. All the exciting things that are kind of happening just out of the top 40. So 

the jazz awards, the classical awards, the blues awards and it’s really cool in itself and a really 

cool slightly less formal environment. That’s what we do and that’s really cool to see happen 

and I’ve had the luxury of having friends win awards that afternoon and just being able to be 

sitting in the same row with them and watching their expression when their name is called out. 

You can’t touch that. It’s unbelievable.

Beth: Yeah. Most of us don’t get an experience like that. So that leads me to can you share 

maybe one moment that you’ve had through your involvement with this organization that’s 

unique to being somebody that works for the Grammys, that had a really big impact on you 

that you think maybe if you’d have a different type of job you wouldn’t have had the chance 

to experience?

Mark: There’s a lot of experiences that fit into if I didn’t work here.

Beth: Pick one.

Mark: Pick one! I’m a bit of a blues fan and I had the opportunity the first year I worked 

for the Recording Academy. I was stationed back stage overseeing one of the press rooms 

and B.B. King had won an award and came backstage with the escort that was bringing him 

through and I reached out and shook his hand and congratulated him and explained what was 

going to happen next. I was going to put him in front of a room full of media folks. Absolute 

gentleman, big smile on his face. If you see pictures of B.B. King you know he smiles an awful 

lot. We went through the rest of the day and then the next year I was in the same situation 

where I was backstage in the media area and Mr. King won again and came back and of 

course I reached out my hand to shake his hand to congratulate him and he went right past 

and just gave me this big hug and said “it’s great to see you again” and “let’s go do this” 

kind of an attitude. All I could think was I can’t possibly imagine that he remembers me so at 

the same time, he could easily be one of those people that has that sense of memory of the 



people that he passes in the world that has allowed him to excel in a lot of capacities beyond 

his blues playing, but it just gives you tingles. I mean, here’s this legendary blues player with 

a big smile on his face, he’s won again and just to have that portion of that moment with him 

was incredible.

Beth: I love that and I’m so glad you picked that story. What I want everyone to hear out 

of that is that Mark has been exposed to lots and lots and lots of really famous people and 

the story that he chose to tell us was about a famous person that treated him like he was a 

person, a personal person that he had a connection to and how that had such a huge impact 

on you and if leaders from all types of organizations could embrace that feeling of realizing 

that when you’re out interacting with people to be able to cultivate that feeling of personal 

connection. Look at the impact it had on you despite the fact that you could easily be a jaded 

person about meeting famous people, but it didn’t because he did something special and 

unique that made you feel remembered. That’s important no matter whether you’re famous 

or not famous to make everyone feel that they’re special really is great and I think that’s such 

a great takeaway from your experiences. So can you think of one thing that through your 

experiences running this chapter, if other organizations that are listening to this are trying to 

build great organizations with deep connections with their members and giving them exactly 

what they want so that those of us that have to actually make money on the chapters, that we 

need people in common, we need them to show up and we need them to join as members in 

organizations to sustain ourselves, what have you learned from the work that you’ve done that 

maybe somebody else that needs to really get people to show up could take away and that 

you would suggest that they try?

Mark: I think one of the things and I won’t say I’ve learned this. I think it’s a constant process 

and definitely in the learning of this is to stop and go “why” and this ties into some things 

that are out there, stopping and looking at what we’re doing and it’s very easy in a director 

position where you’re tasked with getting things done and you’re getting emails on things 

that need to be done and phone calls and conference calls and just a long list of things to 

get done, why are we doing it? When we look at the programming, you’ve referenced several 

times that we have the luxury of doing programming that doesn’t require us to making money 

as the primary reason for doing the event, but we still have to stop and go “why are we doing 



this? Let’s do this fantastic event that has to do with polka and bowling. Okay, let’s stop and 

make sure we know why we’re doing this.

Beth: Really did you do that?

Mark: No, no. My terrible examples of overserving a membership is we can’t break down 

like that, but you need to stop and we do this all the time and we’ll go through committee 

meetings and you walk out and an hour later sit down to write and go “okay, why are we 

doing this” and now I need to go back and push back and say we really need to stop and 

think about why we’re doing this. Is this the best use of time and money? Does it serve the 

most people effectively? Why is it a big problem? It’s not a problem. That’s a terrible word, 

but it’s a big question mark and it’s something that is still part of the learning process. We 

spend more of our time on how we do things and what we’re doing and not why we’re doing 

it. With any resource limited group, in my case there’s only two people doing everything we 

do and we do about 20 events a year, it’s why are we doing this? We pulled an event off the 

schedule not at the last moment, but well into getting to that event because we just had a 

moment of like “this doesn’t make sense. This isn’t a prudent move.” It made sense at first 

and we kind of went with that and then got to a point and said “this isn’t making sense. 

This isn’t the right thing to do. Let’s stop and not do this,” as opposed to feeling like this is 

the new event in November or whatever the cause was. I’d rather not do something and do 

something well and meaningful. Why are we doing this?

Beth: That is such a critical question and I love that that’s your leave behind. Two or three 

episodes - episode 34 - that I did just a couple of weeks ago, I had a mention of a book that 

I really, really want everyone to read. It’s called “Start with Why” by Simon Sinek. I read it this 

year and out of all the books I read, I felt like that was the most impactful book that I read 

last year that I think we could all bring the philosophies of that into our organizations and it’s 

something I think I’m going to require every client read before I even am going to consider 

starting a rebranding project with anyone. That getting to that understanding of why you do 

what you do is such a solid ground to build from and when you start with execution instead of 

purpose, it just never goes well.



Mark: I mean in his book and his TED talk were I don’t want to say the catalyst for going back 

and looking at why. I mean it’s something that I only see the rest of my peers, the other eleven 

executive directors 2-3 times a year and it seems to come up every time we’re together. 

Like let’s talk about why we’re doing this and that TED talk kind of surfaced within our group 

and it’s been kind of the focal point for us in the last couple of months and there’s a number 

of us doing the online course that goes with it now because it is critical, particularly in an 

organization where you have a mission and you have a constituency you’re trying to serve. 

You tend to very easily fall into the trap of “I know what I’m doing and I know how I’m doing 

it and focusing on how I’m doing things” and forgetting to stop and go “All right, let’s stop 

and make sure we know why we’re doing this and maybe we shouldn’t be doing this.” It’s very 

easy to get caught up in that.

Beth: That is so true and that’s a great note to finish up on. Thank you so much for joining me 

today. This was terrific. If people have any questions, is there an email address or a place that 

maybe somebody could ask you as long as they don’t ask for tickets to the Grammys?

Mark: Yes, I can’t get you tickets to the Grammys. I can assure you of that. We have a website. 

It’s GrammyPro.com. It is a website that’s really geared towards the professional music 

experience. Some of it is behind a membership login space, but you can see all the things 

that we’re doing around the country, all the different events that are going on. There are clips 

from events, interviews and things that are really kind of exciting, really interesting interviews 

with people. That’s more of our business side. Grammy.com is our consumer side. That’s 

where you’ll see interviews with rock stars and such like that and more information about the 

Grammy show and the Grammy Awards process. My email address is Mark.Schulz@Grammy.

com. I’m happy to answer questions, particularly when it comes to things dealing with cultural 

outreach here in the Philadelphia market and beyond and possible collaborations.

Beth: Fabulous! Thank you so much. I will have links to all those contact points in the show 

notes page. Thank you so much and I will talk to you soon.

Mark: Fun talking to you Beth. Thank you.




